


MONT SAINTE-VICTOIRE
Li Ran solo exhibition

Mont Sainte-Victoire is a mountain located in the south of France, which artist Paul Ceznne could have a full view from his studio.  During 
Ceznne's lifetime, he had painted dozens of paintings for this mountain. Li Ran uses the mountain's name as the exhibition title, trying to build 
his own access  to the modernist aesthetics, whilst re-view the fragmental experiences grounded in our own history. Li Ran compiled a four-play 
statement, which are: Reflection of Images and Scenes, Gaze, Competition and Come Across. There will be a live performance from the artist 
who mimicks the voices of 1970s-1980s’ Chinese dubbed movies at the exhibition opening. 

Kirkgaard:“Repetition and recollection are the same movement, only in opposite directions; for what is recollected is repeated backwards, 
whereas genuine repetition is recollected forwards.” 



Li Ran1986 Born in Hu Bei , He currently living and works in Beijing. Li Ran Graduated from Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, Oil Painting 

Department with BFA, He is both the initiator and participant of the 公司 /Company project. In Li Ran’s works, he constantly emerges in the role 
of imitator, he gives himself over to encounters and bodily experiences. His repeated incarnations in various roles and events probe the borders 
of the self while providing a perspective for the virtual nature of art itself.

Li Ran has exhibitions been featured at the Contemporary Arts Museum Houston (CAMH), Shenzhen OCT Contemporary Art Terminal (OCAT), 
Cafa Museum(CAFAM) and other venues. He has exhibitions also have been at 9th Gwangju Biennial, 7th Shenzhen Sculpture Biennale.  Li 
Ran has been solo exhibition at Beijing Magician Space, Shanghai Aike-Dellarco Gallery(2012). and his works have also been shown in group 
exhibitions such as:  New York Meulensteen Gallery; Platform China Contemporary Art Institute.
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Li Ran: Mont Sainte-Victoire
Text / Dai Weipin / Leep  2012 APR.





Li Ran: Mental Masturbation
Translate/ KangKang /leep 2012 OCT.







Li Ran: Mont Sainte-Victoire
Text / He Chiru / Art Time
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